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Here’s an infomercial about millimeter-wave ADS nonlethal weapons brought
to you by your Tax Dollars. There have been concerns raised about whether the
new 5G wireless network that’s being rolled out could be weaponized into an
ADS grid. We’re going to do a little science lesson, comparing the radiation
from ADS weapons, microwave ovens, WiFi, cell phones and SmartMeters to
try to get to the bottom of this.

The difference in wavelength between the telecom’s 38 GHz and the military’s
95 GHz is not that great since all of this is in the 1-millimeter frequency band.
What differentiates a weapon from a cell tower has to do with microwave
density or power.

The Active Denial System (ADS) featured here works by �ring a high-powered,
focused, free-electron maser beam of 95 GHz waves at a target, which
corresponds to a wavelength of 3.2 mm. The beam is produced by a gyrotron, a
linear-beam vacuum tube which generates high-frequency electromagnetic
radiation by stimulated cyclotron resonance of electrons moving through a
strong magnetic �eld.

The action of the ADS millimeter wave energy beam is comparable to that of a
microwave oven, in that it excites the water and fat molecules in the skin,
instantly heating them. However, the short millimeter waves used in ADS
penetrate only the top layers of skin, with most of the energy being absorbed
within 0.4 mm (0.0156 inch), whereas microwaves, which use the much lower
frequency (and longer wavelength) of 2.45 GHz can penetrate much deeper
into human tissue to about 17 mm (0.67 inch).

The longer waves of a microwave oven can penetrate food (and human bodies)
easily – and cook them, if the density is high enough. The microwaves used for
WiFi routers are in the same range as microwave ovens but the density of their
transmission is much lower. The health risks associated with WiFi are due to
the microwave radiation being constant, with longer waves that can penetrate
into the body and produce cellular changes over time. Cell phones and smart
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meters operate in the range of 2.8 GHz to 900 MHz, which can penetrate even
deeper into the body than WiFi.

Because the frequencies used in 5G cannot travel long distances, the network
requires more towers closer together. The proposed implementation of 5G in
California will require 50,000 new cell towers, 100- to 300 meters apart.

The million-dollar question might seem to be: Could 5G cell tower
transmissions be adjusted to send much more powerful beams of high density
microwaves toward you or a crowd of people, such as is done with the ADS?
The immediate answer is no, the standard antennas being used could not
produce the microwave density of the military’s ADS weapon without burning
themselves up.

Still, very little is known about longterm exposure to the existing levels of
radiation in the 28 GHz, 38 GHz or the 95 GHz range, especially when pulsed,
as with SmartMeters. What is known is that microwave radiation from devices
in the 900 MHz to 3 GHz frequency range can cause many symptoms of
distress and illness in those who are electro-sensitive.

The real million-dollar question might then become: Can the existing and
proposed wireless networks be used as carrier frequencies to induce
brainwave entrainment in conjunction with the silent sound spread spectrum
(SSSS)? Another million dollar question might be whether or not the rampant
SmartPhone addiction that we see isn’t already a result of such brainwave
entrainment?

Dr. Ellis Evans at NaturalBlaze.com notes that the media is generally silent
about such high-security issues but that during times of war, the braggadocio
of the military can surface, as it did during the �rst war in Iraq on March 21,
1991, on the UK’s ITV News Channel:

“An unbelievable and highly classi�ed psy-ops program utilizing ‘Silent Sound’
techniques was successfully deployed. The opportunity to use this method
occurred when Saddam Hussein’s military command-and-control system was
destroyed. The Iraqi troops were then forced to use commercial FM radio
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Contributed by Alexandra Bruce

Contact

stations to carry encoded commands, which were broadcast on the 100 MHz
frequency. The US psy-ops team set up its own portable FM transmitter,
utilizing the same frequency, in the deserted city of Al Khafji. This US
transmitter overpowered the local Iraqi station. Along with patriotic and
religious music, psy-ops transmitted ‘vague, confusing and contradictory
military orders and information. Subliminally, a much more powerful
technology was at work, however. A sophisticated electronic system designed
to ‘speak’ directly to the mind of the listener; to alter and entrain his
brainwaves, to manipulate his brain’s electroencephalographic (EEG) patterns
and thus arti�cially implant negative emotional states —- feelings of intense
fear, anxiety, despair and hopelessness were created in the Iraqi troops. This
incredibly effective subliminal system doesn’t just tell a person to feel an
emotion, it makes them feel it; it implants that emotion in their minds.”

Over 200,000 battle-hardened Iraqi Republican Guards surrendered without a
single shot being �red. Who’s to say that this incredibly effective technology
isn’t being used elsewhere using different applications?

I will continue to study this subject and report back.
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Gary
March 10, 2019 at 5:04 am

Palestinian’s ‘Boarders’ is right. When are they going home?

REPLY

Wendy
October 13, 2018 at 11:02 pm

When any device �nds a use, especially with the military/gov’t….it will be used more than not for a destructive purpose. It may take years to

�nally �gure out the ‘kill ratio’ but it will get done and then experimented upon animals �rst then humans. It will be under the guise of

perhaps a university grant for ‘humanitarian’ use…..to alleviate pain, cure a cancer, toted to be of great bene�t to mankind. It’s been done and

will always be done. I haven’t heard of any ‘real’ punishment for victims of the horrendous experiments used against the mentally ill, PTSD

victims, war veterans, people who come willingly to participate in programs for $$ and then suffer the after effects and are left to suffer on

their own.

Smart meters are busily starting �res in buildings all across the country….making many extremely ill…and causing much mental damage. One

has to be responsible for their own health & well being. Research & put into practice information to mitigate the effects that will occur.

5G is looming…..I can’t imagine all the towers it will take to put this program into practice. What will a powerful tornado do to this system….if

it’s allowed to blow through an area that is set-up for it or a huge �re. Humans are in the petrie dish under the microscope. Very disposable

but there are billions of us for fodder, we are literally entering the Twilight Zone.

REPLY

Kennyboy
October 13, 2018 at 11:23 am

This all is nothing more than a Luciferian/Satanist “Wet-Dream” that will NEVER happen, OR better known as “Fear-

Porn”….UNDERSTAND???

Just research “Magnetic devices” and their MANY uses, and you will NOTHING to worry about Folks.

STOP using those “Mind-Control” wireless technologies like “Smart-Phones; Blue tooth”, or if you must, make sure to ware “Magnetic”

devices (I have them all over my place and on body CONSTANTLY.

Research the use of “Crystals” as protection too, and acquire as many as you can and post them all over your place and body.

REPLY

mothman777
October 13, 2018 at 8:26 am

The yahoo scientist Dr. Jose Delgado developing electronic mind control stated the following decades ago, very similar in purpose to the

proposed method of arti�cial control that Pavlov was instructed to in�ict upon the subjugated Russian people following the terrorist

takeover by the Bolsheviks in 1917 after which 66 million Christians were genocided. Thank goodness Pavlov was disgusted by the idea of

reducing the entire Russian gentile people to mere robots, but Delgado picked up where Trotsky and Lenin had not managed to persuade

Pavlov.

“We need a program of psychosurgery for political control of our society. The purpose is physical control of the mind. Everyone who deviates

from the given norm can be surgically mutilated.

“The individual may think that the most important reality is his own existence, but this is only his personal point of view. This lacks historical

perspective.

“Man does not have the right to develop his own mind. This kind of liberal orientation has great appeal. We must electrically control the

brain. Some day armies and generals will be controlled by electric stimulation of the brain.”

This is how the draconian genocidal Noahide Laws, already approved and intended to be made law by the UN throughout the entire world,

will be enforced, by mind-controlled NATO and UN armed troops in every nation in the entire world. Troops will suffer acute and unbearable
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discomfort in their minds and bodies unless they obey genocidal orders, and gain great feelings of mental and physical relief and pleasure

when they kill instead.

https://cassiopaea.org/cass/delgado.htm

Of course, they do say that gentiles were only created to serve the yahoos, ‘like donkeys’ as the late Rabbi Ovadia Yosef, erstwhile leader of

the Sephardic Israeli Shas Party stated.
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Timothy Thompson
May 3, 2018 at 5:31 am

Barry van everen is responsible for me getting attached with it. Look at 5076 Monroe ave Loveland Colorado80537 on Google earth that’s

were i sa w them put her body on a boat.

REPLY

Joe Doaks
March 18, 2018 at 9:26 am

As usual, very cogent write up AB. Herding the herd as ‘the commander’ desires…man, beware of that which you wish for there troop.

REPLY

Forever Human
March 16, 2018 at 4:46 pm

This makes Sieg Heil! sound quite quaint.

Danger! Danger, Will Robinson!

REPLY

aham
March 27, 2018 at 11:53 am

Yes, dont be human, because you are now in danger.

I know many persons and personalities, split or torn apart.

Moreover, where are the humans?

REPLY

Kennyboy
October 13, 2018 at 11:28 am

THEY, can Only be found in Beings that are LOADED with MELANIN.

REPLY

liam
March 14, 2018 at 9:27 am

war without casualties….no protests, no gathering in groups, no dissent, Do what you are told to do, believe what we tell you to believe…

thinking and being is obsolete…brought to you by the US Army!

REPLY
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aham
March 14, 2018 at 8:48 am

Machines protecting themselves for people?

Insanity.

REPLY

toddb
March 14, 2018 at 7:53 am

What, if any, are the shielding modes? Can one “Faraday” or otherwise protect themselves from the radiations of today, and/or tomorrow?

REPLY

Alexandra Bruce
March 14, 2018 at 8:57 am

Yes, there are many different ways to shield oneself from different kinds of radiation: https://www.lessemf.com/

REPLY
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